25 October 2021

Ms Kate Symons
Chairperson
Essential Services Commission
Level 8, 570 Bourke Street
Melbourne Victoria 3000

Electronically: https://engage.vic.gov.au/updating-compliance-and-performance-reporting-framework

Dear Ms Symons,
RE: Updating the compliance and performance reporting framework 2021
Origin Energy appreciates the opportunity to provide a submission in response to the Essential Services
Commission’s (ESC) draft Compliance and Performance Reporting Guideline (CPRG) updates for
2021.
Origin broadly supports the proposed changes to the CPRG and the inclusion of additional indicators.
However, we do consider that some of the proposed indicators are better characteristics as assessing
market performance not retailer performance. It is important that indicators are used to drive regulatory
and policy decisions to deliver the best outcomes for customers. In this regard, it would be valuable for
retailers to better understand how the ESC intends to use these new indicators and what problem the
ESC is seeking to understand and resolve.
By working together, we feel there is a greater likelihood of developing indicators that are more capable
of providing the information to support stringer and more informed policy and regulatory decisions.
Origin’s responses to specific matters in the CPRG are set out below.
Reclassifying Obligations
Origin supports the reclassifying of breach types from type one to type two. We agree that the violations
to be retained as type one are those that carry the greatest potential harm to consumers. The ESC’s
proposed process for reporting on type one breaches is aligned with existing reporting requirements.
We consider that this is a practical approach.
We consider the decision to create a line item for the relevant clause of each breach is an improvement
on the previous approach that grouped clauses together, as it makes determining what must be reported
simpler.
Updating Breach Reporting Timeframes
The ESC proposes that a type two breach be reported to the ESC a maximum of 30 days from
identification. This reporting timeframe represents a departure from established reporting requirements
which require type one breaches to be submitted immediately, and then a full report at the end of the
quarter. Type two breaches are currently reported bi-annually. This means that reporting obligations
are triggered quarterly, which aligns with the AER’s quarterly reporting cycle. As a result, the proposed
process moves away from what is a largely harmonised process across jurisdictions.
Origin is concerned that a 30-day reporting timeframe makes it difficult for retailers to ensure that they
are correctly obtaining sign-off and approval on each breach. Where a breach is still under investigation,

